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3. Timeline: 

The data is currently available and analyses will begin as soon as approval is granted. 

 

4. Rationale:  



To introduce the concept and potential of relationship loci (rQTL) and how it 

relates to pleiotropy and epistasis (gene-by-gene interaction) using Apolipoprotein E 

(APOE) as an example in humans for two lipid traits and incident coronary heart 

disease (CHD).  This is motivated by a desire to extend the results of Boerwinke et al. 

(1987) who reported that the correlation between total cholesterol (TC) and triglycerides 

(TG) differed by APOE genotype.  A rQTL is a locus that effects the relationship 

between two biological phenotypes and may or may not have any direct association with 

either phenotype.  Based on theoretical and empirical work of James Cheverud and his 

lab using mouse strains (Pavlicev et al., 2007; Pavlicev et al., 2011), rQTL are likely to 

result in variation in pleiotropy and are typically exist due to gene-by-gene or gene-by-

environment interactions 

 

 

5. Main Hypothesis/Study Questions: 

Hypothesis 1: The relationship between total cholesterol and triglycerides varies by 

APOE.  This will establish that APOE is a relationship locus.  We intend to test this 

separately in both European-American and African-Americans. 

 

Hypothesis 2: If APOE is an rQTL for total cholesterol and triglycerides (hypothesis 1), 

we predict that APOE genotypes modulate the relationship between total cholesterol or 

triglycerides with incident CHD. 

 

Hypothesis 3:  If APOE is an rQTL for total cholesterol and triglycerides, we predict that 

other loci interact with APOE to effect one or both phenotypes.  If APOE effects the 

correlation between total cholesterol or triglycerides and incident CHD (hypothesis 2), 

we predict that other loci interact with APOE to effect incident CHD. 

 

 

6. Design and analysis (study design, inclusion/exclusion, outcome and other 

variables of interest with specific reference to the time of their collection, summary 

of data analysis, and any anticipated methodologic limitations or challenges if 

present). 

 

For all hypotheses we will only include individuals for which APOE genotype data is 

available.  We will exclude individuals for which permissions were not granted for DNA 

use.  Furthermore, we will use the same quality control criteria established in previous 

GWAS analyses based on sex mismatch, first degree relatives, outliers based on average 

identity by descent (Ikram et al, 2009).  For Hypothesis 3, we will include only 

individuals for which both GWAS and APOE genotype data are available. 

 

For Hypothesis 1 we will test the significance of the interaction term in the following 

linear model separately in African-American and European-American populations. 

TCijk = u+age+ sex+bmi+APOE+TG+APOE*TG+eijk          

The significance of the interaction term will be assessed using a full versus reduced 

model.  Significance of this test rejects the null hypothesis that the relationship between 



the two traits is equal across genotype classes and that the beta coefficient from each 

bivariate regression within genotypes does not differ.  

 

For Hypothesis 2, we will use a Cox Proportional Hazards model framework in each 

population, to separately test an APOE by TC and an APOE by TG interaction term with 

incident CHD (ARIC variables ln_07sp & futimea) on the dependent side of the equation 

using a likelihood ratio test of full versus reduced models.  Below is the the model 

including TG, the other model replaces TG with TC. 

CHDijk = age+ sex+bmi+APOE+TG+APOE*TG+eijk  

Significance of either of these interaction terms rejects the null hypothesis that TC or TG 

related risk for incident CHD is equivalent across APOE genotypes.  Most studies that 

use triglyceride levels use a natural log transformation (logTG) for analyses; however, 

the original analysis by Boerwinkle et al. (1987) did not.  We will do both for comparison 

while only using logTG in the subsequent interaction analyses. 

 

A significant rQTL (from the results of Hypothesis 1 or Hypothesis 2) creates a prior 

hypothesis (Hypothesis 3) that it interacts with other loci that affect one or both traits 

involved in the rQTL model (Pavlicev et al., 2011).  In fact, it suggests that a locus that 

interacts with the rQTL either effects one trait and not the other, or it effects both traits 

but in opposing patterns of relationships with each trait (Pavlicev et al., 2008).  For each 

phenotype (TC, logTG, incident CHD), we will perform a genome-wide scan for loci that 

interact with APOE at a genome-wide significance level.  Because there is a prior 

hypothesis for each phenotype (from the significant rQTL model), we need only correct 

for genome-wide significance within each scan, not across all scans.  Traditional bi-

allelic two-locus models partition the 4 degrees of freedom for interaction into the 

additive-by-additive, additive-by-dominance, dominance-by-additive, dominance-by-

dominance components (Cheverud 1995).  Instead this type of partitioning, because we 

have three alleles for APOE, we have decided to treat the APOE genotypes as factors and 

to collapse the second locus into a simple continuous additive (-1, 0, 1) variable taking up 

only one degree of freedom which limits the interaction test to five degrees of freedom.  

Below is the general model where we are interested in the APOE*SNPadd interaction 

term. 

 TCijk = u+age+ sex+bmi+APOE+SNPadd +APOE*SNPadd +eijk             

For TC and logTG we will use a standard linear model and for incident CHD we will use 

an analogous Cox Proportional Hazards model.  Significance of either of the interaction 

terms rejects the null hypothesis that the relationship of the additive parameterization of 

the SNP to the phenotype does not change depending on the APOE genotype (an vice 

versa); in other words if significant, the beta value for that SNP changes if you did 

analogous models among the APOE genotypes. 
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